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31 Jul 2015 I downloaded this update, now the game won't run, I get a disc error. The Game of the Year edition or will that matter? 23 Apr 2015 Hi, I downloaded the game GOTY, and after running it for more than an hour got a Disc check (no disc's loaded/disc repair) error on Batman's.exe -. 10 Feb 2015 The game running fine and playable, but I did some custom installation to get the game ready
for fastplay and autoupdate in . I would like to have an answer to my question, is the Game of the Year Edition of Batman: Arkham City on Steam compatible with games that are not GOTY editions. Is there any problem being played in No-CD & No-DVD Patch on a PC that has an Intel 2nd Gen Core Processor? . This post is about using the No-CD/No-DVD Patch to resolve the Batman Arkham
City GOTY Edition DVD not being mounted on a Windows PC. In order to use the No-CD/No-DVD Patch, you must download, extract, and execute the batch files contained in the 0408_0605 folder. You might have trouble extracting the files from the file archive. As an alternative, you may be able to simply drag and drop the files into the \Crack folder that also contains the GOTY patch files. 5
Dec 2013 How can I get a GOTY edition patch for Arkham City, on Steam? . Steam: User name: user123 Password: LAN: Gamertag: When you do the steam login, and then click on steam/settings/configure on web account, it opens up at a page where you can enter your login credentials to access your steam account. . In order to use the No-CD & No-DVD Patch, you must download, extract, and
execute the batch files contained in the 0408_0605 folder. You might have trouble extracting the files from the file archive. As an alternative, you may be able to simply drag and drop the files into the \Crack folder that also contains the GOTY patch files. You will need a multi-5 patch installed. This tool will be used to extract the GOTY files, and then will patch them in the game. . How do I install a
Game of the Year edition patch on a PC? . Install the patched f678ea9f9e
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